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Abstract 
Pasynkov, B.A., On inverse systems and cardinal functions of topological spaces, Topology and 
its Applications 54 (1993) 97-110. 
After proving a general theorem for some special inverse system, we introduce the class of 
openly generated spaces, which generalizes K-metrizable compacta in the sense of Si-epin as well 
as od-spaces in the sense of Uspenskii, which in their turn generalize topological groups and 
Dugunji compacta. It is proved in rather general supposition that an openly generated space X 
has countable o-cellularity and is hereditarily perfectly K-normal; the closure of any union of 
G,-sets is a G,-set in X; if besides X is completely paracompact then ind X = Ind X. 
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Introduction 
Throughout, a space is understood to be a topological space, a continuous 
mapping is a continuous mapping of spaces, r is an infinite cardinal number. 
There are three remarkable classes of compact Hausdorff spaces: (1) the class 
of all compact groups, (2) the more wide class of all Dugunji compacta (see for 
example 17,121) and the yet more wide class, (3) the class of all openly generated 
(i.e., K-metrizable) COmpaCta [7]. 
The corresponding classes of noncompact spaces are as follows: (1) the class of 
all Hausdorff topological groups and (2) the class of all od-spaces [12]. 
But up to now, as it seems to me, there is no suitable noncompact generaliza- 
tion of the class of openly generated compacta. Below, probably an appropriate 
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generalization, the class of openly generated spaces is suggested. All od-spaces, in 
particular all Hausdorff topological groups, are openly generated. The examination 
of T-openly generated spaces and the notion of the (weakly) productive Nagami 
number (w)IINag(X) of the space X introduced in this paper allow to generalize 
some results of papers [6,8,9,111 which concern r-cellularity, pseudocharacter of 
the closure of the union of any system of G,-sets in the overall space, hereditarily 
perfectly K-normality, the coincidence of dimensions ind and Ind and so on. 
Notations and terminology. w(X), nw(X>, 1(X), and c(X) are the weight, net 
weight, Lindeliif number and Souslin number of a space X and I X I is the 
cardinality of a set X. Cardinals are identified with the initial ordinals of corre- 
sponding cardinality. For a subset A of a space X by cl A or cl,A we denote the 
closure of A in X. A G,-subset of X (= G,-set in X) is the intersection of at most 
r-many open subsets of a space X. A G,-system in a space X is a system of 
G,-subsets of X. A system A of subsets of a space X is dense in a system p of 
subsets of X if A refines I_L and cl( tJ A) = cl(U ~1. 
Let us remind that tel.(X) < 8, where 13 is an infinite cardinal, if any G,-system 
in a space X has a dense in itself subsystem of cardinality < 0. Let us denote, that 
r-cl(X) < 8, if for any G,-system A in a space X the closure cl(U A> is a G,-set in 
X. Let us say, that X is a space with a G,-diagonal (= has a G,-diagonal), if the 
diagonal of the topological product X 2 is a G,-set in X2. A space is called 
perfectly K-normal if every its regular closed set is G,. 
A base of a space X is called r-locally finite, if it is the union of r-locally finite 
in X systems. A space X would be called T-Lindelof, if 1(X) < 7. For a system A 
of subsets of a space X and for E CX the symbol E “A denotes the system 
{E n L: L E A}. For a mapping f : X + Y and a system A of subsets of Y the 
system fP ‘A consists of the inverse images f-IL, L E A. For two mappings f and 
g, for a system of mappings f,, (Y EA, respectively, their diagonal product is 
denoted by FAg, AIf,: a EA} respectively. 
1. Main theorem 
1.1. 
Let II= n(X,: t E T} be the Tychonoff product of spaces. Any subproduct of 
II is called its face. For any S c T with 1 S I 6-r the face II,= n{X,: t ES} is 
called a r-face (of II). 
Let X c II and f : X + Z be a continuous mapping. 
We shall say that f is (continuously) passed through a face I7s of n is f is the 
composition of the restriction of the projection pr, : 17 + II, to X and a (continu- 
ous> mapping g : pr,X * Z. Let us note that g is (automatically) continuous if the 
mapping pr, . X --, pr,X is quotient. A face II, of II is called minimal f-(continu- 
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ously) passing through one if S c R for any R c T such that f is (continuously) 
passed through 17,. 
Let a = {a,) E n and Z:(a, n) = {x = {x,1 E U: I (t E T: x, # a,} I < w), 
&(a, II) = {x = ix,) E Il: I{t E T: x, # a,} I < 7). 
Lemma. If Z is a T,-space, x(a, ZZ) CX for some a E ZZ and f is passed through 
faces ZZs(,,, (Y E A, then f is passed through the face ZZs, where S = n (S(a): a E A). 
Proof. For x = (x,}, y = (y,) EU let D(x, y> = (t E T: x, fyi). Fix such x, y EX 
that D(x, y) c T\S. If I D(x, y) I = 1 then D(x, y) E T\S(a) for some CY EA 
and so fx =fy. It follows from this by induction that fx =fy if x, y E _Z(a, n). In 
the general case for any neighbourhoods U and I’ of x and y accordingly there are 
points x’ E Un,Z(a, n> and y’ E VnZa, n> such that D(x’, y’) c T\S. From 
this fact and the continuity of f it follows that any neighbourhoods of fx and fi 
intersect and so fx =fy. •I 
Corollary. Zf Z is a T,-space and s:(a, ZZ) CX for some a E ZZ then there exists the 
minimal f-passing through face of ZZ. 
The following statement can be proved as in [4, 3.12.23, (a), (b)]. 
Proposition 1.1. Zf all finite subproducts of ZZ are r-Lindeliif, Z is a T,-space and 
has G,-diagonal, s,(a, ZZ) cX for some a E 17 then f is continuously passed through 
a r-face of IJI. 
Corollary 1.2. Under the assumptions of the previous proposition the minimal 
f-passing through face of ZZ is a r-face and coincides with the minimal f-continuously 
passing through face of 17 (because we can identify by pr, the minimal f-passing 
through face ns and the set {x = Ix,} ECJa, IO: x, = a,, t E T\SJ). 
1.2. 
Let us remind [lo], that the relation Nag(Y) G 7 means the existence 
A4 of weight G 7, a perfect mapping g : X + A4 and a continuous 
f:X-Y. 
of a space 
surjection 
Definition 1.3. For a space Y let us consider: IINag(Y) < T, if there exist spaces 
M, of weight < T, perfect mappings g, : X, + M,, t E T, and a continuous surjec- 
tion f : FI{X,: t E T} j Y; wllNag(Y) 6 T, if there exist spaces n/r, of weight ,< 7, 
perfect mappings g, : X, + M,, t E T, a point a E ZZ = n(X,: t E TJ, a set II’ 1 
x,(a, ZZ> in H and a continuous surjection f: II + Y. 
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Let us put 
ZZNag( Y) = min{ 7: ZZNag( Y) < 7) and 
wZZNag( Y) = min{ 7: wlllNag( Y) < 7). 
The number ZZNag(X) (wZZNag(X) respectively) is called productive Nugumi 
number (weakly productive Nagami number ). 
It is evident, that 
Nag(X) < ZZNag( X) 6 wZZNag( X) 
always hold. 
It is easy to show, that: 
(1) the productive Nagami number is productive (i.e., that if ZZNag(Y,) < 7, 
L E Z, then ZZNag(n{Y,: L E I)) < 7); 
(2) if wZZNas(x> < 7, L E I, and I Z I =S 7, then wnNag@IIx: L E I)) < T; 
(3) if Y = lJ{x: L E I), ITNag < T, w ZZNag(Y,) < 7 respectively, L E I, I Z I 
< T, then ZZNag(Y) < T, wZZNag(Y) < 7, respectively. 
Lindelefness of Y follows from the relation Nag(Y) < w. Using property (1) it is 
easy to construct non-Lindelaf spaces Y with ZZNag(Y > < w (for them Nag(Y > > 01. 
From property (3) it follows that ZZNag(G) < 7, wZZNag(G) < 7, respectively, if 
G is a topological group, generated by a space Y with ZZNagCY) < T, wZZNag(Y) 
< 7, respectively. In particular, for the free topological group F(Y) of a space Y 
one has: 
ZZNag(F(Y)) <ZZNag(Y), wnNag( F( Y)) < wZZNag( Y) 
1.3. 
A partially ordered set A is called T-directed, if for any B CA with 1 B ( d T 
there exist such p E A, that p > LY for any (Y E B. 
An inverse system of spaces 2 = {Y,, rDa; A} is called: T-directed, if the set A 
is T-directed; a-continuous (weakly a-continuous), if for any sequence of indices 
a(k) EA, cu(k) d a(k + 11, k E w, in A there exist p = sup(cu(k): k E w) and the 
mapping &?~p,(~): k E w} of the space YP to the limit of the inverse sequence is a 
homeomorphism onto this limit (is an injection). 
Theorem 1.4. Let an inverse system C = IF,, FPa; A) be T-directed and weakly 
u-continuous; y its limit; ??a~ y + r, its limit projections, cx E A; E C Y C p; Y, = 
?r,Y, ra = ??a : Y -+ Y,, Y, have a continuous bijection onto a regular T,-space with a 
T-locally finite base for any cr E A (for example, the space Y, is functionally 
Hausdo$f and nw(Y,) < T); rpcy = ~~, : YP -+ Y,, (Y, p E A, LY =G /3; for any (Y EA 
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there exist a continuous mapping q, of Y and a continuous bijection i, : q,Y + Y, 
such that 
rra=i, 0 q, 
and the mapping p, = q, : E + E, = q, E is open. If wlTNag(Y) < r then 
(1) nw(qaY) < 7, nw(Y,> G 7, ff EA; 
(1) 
(2) there exists a subset Y’ of r such that Y C Y’, ??a,, = Y,, CY E A, and 
IINag(Y ‘) < 7; 
(3) tel.(E) G T; 
(4) r-cl(E) & r if all spaces E, are regular. 
More exactly, for any G,-system h in E there exist (Y = a(h) EA and a G,-system 
I_L in r, such that: I p I G 7, the system E ‘;ii,- lu refines the system h and is dense in 
it; there exists such a closed set F in E, that cl( U A) =p, ‘F and F is a G,-set in E if 
E, is a regular space. 
Proof. There exist spaces X, and IV,, ~(44,) < r, perfect surjections g, : X, + M,, 
t E T, a subset II’ and a point a = {a,) of the Tychonoff product IZ = nix,: t E T) 
such that _Z7(a, II) cIl’ and there exists a continuous surjection f : II’ + Y. For 
S c T let pr, and Es be the projections of the Tychonoff products II7 and 
M = n{M,: t E T) onto its faces I7, and M, accordingly and for R c S c T let 
pr,, and FsR be the projections of the faces IIs and MS onto the faces IJr, and 
MR accordingly. Let also g = n(g,: t E T) : Ii’-+ M and g, = n{g,: t E S) : I7, + 
MS, ScT. 
For any (Y EA the space q,Y has a continuous bijection onto a regular T,-space 
with a r-locally finite base. So g,Y has G,-diagonal and is a T,-space. If S c T and 
( S ( G T then w(M,) < r and the space ns is r-Lindelof because g, is a perfect 
mapping. The mapping q, 0 f is continuously passed through a r-face of I7 (see 
Proposition 1.1) and let (see Corollary 1.2) T(o) c T be such that I;rTcol) is the 
minimal q, 0 f-p assing through face (and r-face) of II. Hence (see Corollary 1.2), 
there exists a continuous mapping f, : IZrc,) + q,Y such that 
9, 0 f =f, 0 p&, (2) 
where pr&,, is the restriction of prTccu) to II’. 
As a continuous image of a r-Lindelof space, q,Y is also r-Lindelof and any of 
its continuous images with a r-locally finite base has a base of cardinality < T. 
Thus, q,Y has a continuous bijection onto a space of weight Q r and, besides, 
Nag(q,Y) < T. It follows from this (see for example [ll) that nw(q,Y) < r and so 
nw(Y,> < T. The statement (1) of the theorem is proved. 
The mapping f, 0 pr&, has the continuous extension f, 0 pr,(,, over II. So 
for any (Y E A we have the continuous mapping fi = i, 0 f, 0 prrca) : I7 + Y, c r, 
and f,’ =rea 0 fi for p > (Y because all Y, are Hausdorff, Il’ is dense in I7 and 
(see (2) and (1)) 
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The system of the mappings f& (Y EA, defines such a continuous mapping 
f’:lr+F that f,‘=F, 0 f’, a~A,and f’ isanextensionof f.SoY’=fl7zY. 
The statement (2) of the theorem is proved too. 
Let us show that for any sequence /3(k) EA, P(k) =~p(k + 0, k E o, and 
p = sup{p(k): k E w} we have the following relation 
T(P) = U{T(p(k)): ka]. (3) 
Let Yp’ be the limit of the inverse sequence (T = {YpCk,, rock+ 1)PCk); w). It follows 
from the weakly u-continuity of Z that there exists a continuous injection j : Yp + 
Yi such that ~~a(~) = rick) 0 j where rb?rl;o : Yi -+ Ypck, is the limit projection of 
the inverse sequence (T, k E o. 
Let S(p) = U{T(P(k)l: k E WI and h, = i,(,, 0 fpckj 0 prscpjTcp,,,), k E w. 
The relations 
h, = =/3(k+ 1)/3(k) oh ktl, k=w> 
hold because (see (1) and (2)) 
xo(k) ’ f = $3(k) o qp(k) ’ f = ‘P(k) ’ fp(k) ’ &/3(k)) 
= $(k) ’ fp(k) ’ PrS(P)T(P(k)) ’ d(p) = hk ’ pr&pjT k E wT 
hk o &(p, = T/3(k) ’ f = Tp(k+l)p(k) ’ “p(k+l) ’ f 
= =P(k + l)/Xk) oh k+l ’ Pi&,, k Eu, 
and pr& is a surjection. Hence, there exists a continuous mapping h : ITscp, + Yi 
such that r;(k) 0 h = h,, k E w. Thus, 
T,$(k) ’ j ’ To ’ f = Tpp(k) ’ rrp ’ f = Tp(k) ’ f = hk o pri(p) 
= “I;(k) 0 h o pr&p,, kew, 
and so 
From this it follows that the mapping qp 0 f = fp 0 prh,,, is continuously passed 
through the face ZISCp, of II because i, and j are injective, qp 0 f is surjective and 
the projection prior, is open. Hence, S(p) 17’(P) because IIrCp, is the minimal 
qp 0 f-passing through face of Il. At the same time, 
iPW a fp(k) ’ p’&(k)) = iP(k) ’ 46(k) o f = *p(k) o f = T’pp(k) ’ Tfi ’ f 
= =Bp(k) ’ i. ’ qp a f = rpp(k) ’ i. ’ fp ’ pr;(p)- 
But iPckl is a bijection, so the mapping fpckj 0 pr&Ck)) is passed through the face 
II TCP) for any k E w and so r(p) 1 T@(k)), k E w, that is, ??/3> ~S(p1. The 
relation (3) is proved. 
Let now A be a G,-system in E. It follows from the T-directedness of 2 that 
there exists a system A’ of subsets of E such that lJ A’ = lJ A, A’ refines A and for 
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any L E h’ we can find (Y = a(L) E A and a G,-set @CL) in r, such that L = E n 
rcr --‘Q(L). Suppose that there is no subsystem of A’ of cardinality < r which is 
dense in A. Then we can choose L, E A’, y, E L,, cr(f3) E A and a G,-subset Qe of 
Y,(O) such that 
y,~En7~~)~~cL,\cl,u{L,: /c<O}, O<T+. (4) 
Because of r-directedness of 2 one can suppose that 
LY(K)<(Y(ti) ffTK<6<7+. (5) 
Let 
x0 Ef-‘ye, 8 < 7+; 
c, = {x,: K <e}, D,=fCg, 2 < 0 <r+; 
c,= {x 0: &CT+}, D, = fC,. 
Let also 
Then 
A, = (9, o f )A(gr(,, o v&J : II *cLYX~~,,,, a EA. 
A, = (fu o pG,,,)A(g,,,, o pr&,) 
= (f,AgT(,J o p&p a EA. 
For id, = ((i, 0 f,)AgTc,,) 0 pr&,, we have the relation 
iA, = (iol o fa o pr&,)A(g,(,, o w;_~1 
(6) 
= (ra o fMg,(,, o pr;& a EA. (7) 
Let us show that the inverse system A = {P, = Y, X MTcaj, pycv = T,_ 
- 
x prTCynCa); A} is weakly a-continuous. Let /3(k) E A, P(k) < P(k + l), 
k E o, and p = sup@(k): k E w}. The limit P of the inverse sequence 
&3(!+ PP(k+ l)p(k); w) can be identified with the product of the limit Yp’ of the 
inverse sequence u = (YPCk,, xPCk+ ,)PCk); w) and MrCp, (see the relation (3)) so that 
. . 
the limit proJecttons p;iCk) : P + PPckj would coincide with the product r;(k) 
x l%@)T(&,), where 7$*, is the limit projection of the sequence CT. Let j: YP + Yi 
be a continuous injection (which exists by the conditions of the theorem) such that 
rPPCk, = rLCk) 0 j, k E w. 
The j X idTCP) (where idTCp, is the identical mapping of Mr.& is a continuous 
injection such that 
P;(k) o (j x id.,,,) = (r;(k) ’ j) x i-%(~U-@Ck)) =Ppfl(k), k E @. 
The weak a-continuity of A is proved. 
It follows from the perfectness of g,(,) that the mappings f,AgTcaj, 
(i, 0 f,)Agr(+ Q! EA, and (using previous notations) the mapping (j X 
Gife;((4B ;ht!r&$ =&i 0 i, 0 fp)AgT~p~ : IJTTcp, --) P = YB X MTcPj are per- 
> . . . 
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This and the injectiveness of i, and j imply that the set Z, = (f,Ag,,,,H7,,,, 
is closed in q,Y x MT+,, the set 2, = ((i, 0 fJAg,,,,)IIT,,, is closed in P, = Y, 
x MTcrr), i, x id,,,, : 2, --f Z, and j x idTcP) :ZP + (j X id,,p,>Zp are homeomor- 
phisms. It follows from this that the inverse system IZ,, $,a = P,~ : Z, + Z,; a E Al 
is o-continuous. Let us note the nw(Z,) < max(nw(YJ, nw(M,(,,)) <r and so 
hd(ZJ <r, (YEA. 
Let 6(l) = c-u(l). There exists 13(l) < rt such that the set iA,~,,(C,~,,) is dense in 
iA,,,,( Let 6(2) = a(6)(1)>. By induction, we can choose numbers B(k) < r+ and 
indexes 6(k + 1) = &8(k)) EA such that 8(k) < Nk + 1) and iA,c,,(C,o,) is dense 
in iA,(,,(c,), k E o. It follows from (5) that 6(k) < 6(k + l), k EO. Let 6 = 
sup{6(k): k E w}. Then (Y(K) G 6 for any K < 8 = suplO( k E w}. We have al- 
ready proved that Z, is the limit of the inverse sequence IZ,o,, t/~~(~+r)~(~); k E 01. 
The set iA, is dense in iA, because C, = lJ{Ce(k): k E co). Hence, iA, 
E cl(iA,(C,)) (the closure is taken in Z,). As it has already been noted, i, X idr,,, 
realize a homeomorphism of z8 onto Z, and so 
A+, E cl(AsCs), 
where the closure is taken in z8. 
(8) 
Let s8 be the restriction of the projection of the product q,Y X MTc,, onto the 
factor q,Y to ,??,. Then 
qs(y,) =qs 0 j-(x,) =sij 0 A,(x,) l cl(~s o A&,) =cl(qg o K,) 
= cl(@,) > 
where the closure is taken in q,Y = qs 0 fn’. But D, c E, so the point ps(ye) = 
qs(ye) belongs to the closure of D, in q,E =psE. It follows from openness of ps 
that ye belongs to the closure in E of the set 
P~-~~~D,cE nFr,‘- T,D,CEn u(?i&@K: K<o}c u{&: Ka}. 
This contradicts the relation (4). Thus, there exists a dense subsystem A” of A’ 
of cardinality < 7. The statement (3) of the theorem is an evident corollary of this 
fact. 
From the r-directedness of ,7 it follows that there exists (Y E A such that 
(Y 2 a(L) for any L E A”. The set ?P(L) = ;ii,&,@(L) is a G,-set in r, and, 
evidently, L = E n ;ii,-‘V(L), L E A”. The first part of the last statement of the 
theorem is proved (for Jo = (V(L): L E A”)). For any L E A” we have the following 
relations (see (1)): 
L=En~;‘(?P(L)nY,)=Enq;‘i;‘(@(L)nY,) 
=p;‘(i;‘(q( L) n Ya) npaE) =p;‘i;‘(T( L) n raE). 
Thus, 
A”=EA;ii,-lk =p,‘i;‘(.rr,E^p), U A” =p,‘i,‘(raE n (UP)). 
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Let @ = i;‘(rUE n (U p)). It is clear that @ cp,E = E,. It follows from the 
openness of p, that cl,(U A) = cl,(lJ A”) =pJIF where F is the closure of @ in 
E,. One can choose a closed net in E, of cardinality < r if E, is a regular space 
and so F is a G,-set in X,. q 
Corollary 1.5. Under all suppositions of Theorem 1.4 we haue: 
(a) the closure in E of any G,-subset of E (in particular, any regular closed subset 
of E) is a G,-set in E; 
(b) for any closed G,-set G in E there exist CY E A and a closed G,-set F in E, such 
that G =p;lF; if E = Y then wIirNag(G) < r; 
(c) for any continuous mapping C$ : E --f Z there exists a E A and a continuous 
mapping $ : E, + Z such that 4 = I/J 0 p,, if there is a system 77 of closed G,-sets in 
Z such that (77 I G r and for any two distinct points z, z’ E Z one can find G E 77 
with the following property: ((2, z’} n G 1 = 1; 
(d) for any closed G,-set G in E all statements of Theorem 1.4 and the statements 
(a)-(c) (one must replace E by G in them) hold; 
(e) for r = o any closed G&-set in E is a zero-set and any two disjoint closed 
G,-sets in E are functionally separated, E is hereditarily perfectly K-normal (see [5]) 
and if R is a retract of a G,-subset G of E, then R is hereditarily perfectly K-normal, 
too; if, in addition, R is completely paracompact then Ind R = ind R. 
Proof. The statement (a) is evident. The first part of the statement (b) is evident 
too. Then (see (2)) G = pi ‘F = f(pr&,, )-‘f;‘(F). One can suppose that a E 
(&J1f; l(F) b ecause X,(a, IT) = X,(b, IT) for any b E 2,(a, IT). Then (since 
17 rccu) is a T-face) (pr&,, )-‘(F,) =_.$,(a, Ii’,) where F, = f;‘(F) and II, = F, X 
n<X,: t E T\ T(o)}. If E = Y then F is closed in q,Y, F, is closed in Drcay) and 
the mapping grca) : F, + MTCaj is perfect. But MTcol) is a r-face of A4 so w(M~(~$ 
Q T. Thus wlTlNag(G) < T. 
Let us prove the statement (c). By (b) for any G E q one can find cu(G) EA and 
a closed G,-set F(G) in Em(o) such that +-‘G =p,&F(G). Choose LY EA such 
thata~a(G)foranyGEr].IfyEECyandy’Ep,’ythenforanyGE17wehave 
the following: 
Pa(G)Y 
I _ .-1 
- La(G,TcY(G)Y 
’ =i-l 
a(G)Ta,(G) o ra( Y’> 
.-l 
= za(~)raiT,,(~) 0 i,( Y > 
and so I $(p; 'y ) I = 1. Thus, there exists a mapping 4 : E, -+ Z, such that 4 = 
q+ 0 p,. This mapping is continuous because p, is open and surjective. 
The statement (d) holds because (see (b)) there exist LY EA and a set F c E, c 
q,Y such that G =p-IF. Then the mappings pi = pp : G -+ G, = qpG are open for 
any /3 & (Y. So one must consider the situation for all 0 2 (Y. 
In the case (e) for any closed G,-set G in E we can find LY EA and a closed 
G,-set F in E, such that G =p;‘F. The space E, is Hausdorff, regular and has a 
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countable net. So _JZ’, is perfectly normal and F and G are zero-sets. If G(1) and 
G(2) are disjoint closed G,-sets in E then we can take a(i) EA and a closed 
G,-set F(i) in E,(i) such that G(i) =p~f~F(i), i = 1, 2. Let p > a(i) and ppolci) = 
i& 0 rrpaci) 0 i, : E, + Eacij, i = 1, 2. The mappings ppaci), i = 1, 2, are continuous 
because of the continuity of paci), i = 1, 2, and the openness and surjectiveness of 
pp. So the sets Q(i) =p&:i,F(i), i = 1, 2, are closed in E,. The sets Q(i), i = 1, 2, 
are disjoint because p,‘@(i) = G(i), i = 1, 2, and so Q(l), Q(2) are functionally 
separated in ED and G(l), G(2) are functionally separated in E. Let us note that 
in our situation the space E is Tychonoff. 
Let R c G c E, r : G + R be a retraction, G a G,-set in E and H a G,-set in R. 
Then H’ = r- ‘H is a G&-set in E and its closure in E is a G,-set in E and its 
closure cl H’ in G is a G,-set in G. It follows from the continuity of r that 
r(c1 H’) c cl,H and so cl,H = R n cl H’ = R n cl,H’ and cl,H is a zero-set in 
R. Thus R is hereditarily perfectly K-normal. The last statement of(e) follows from 
[51 or [3]. 0 
Remark 1.6. As in the proof of the statement (b) of Corollary 1.5 one can prove 
that IINag(G)<7 if E = Y and IIINag(Y)<r. 
2. Corollaries from the main theorem 
Inverse systems are closely connected with lattices of continuous mappings. 
For a space X a system L = (f,. . a E A} is called a lattice of continuous 
mappings on X if all f, are continuous mappings of X, the diagonal product 
AL = A{f,: a EA} : X -+ n{f,X: a E A} is a topological embedding, A is a par- 
tially ordered set and for any (Y, /? EA, (Y < p, there exists a continuous mapping 
fpol : fpX+ f,X such that f, = fpa 0 fp. 
Let -S(L) = If&Y, fp,; 4. 
A lattice L = {f,: (Y EA} of continuous mappings on X is called: 
0 open if all f, are open; 
l (T-)directed if A is (r-)directed; 
l (weakly) a-continuous if for any sequence a(k) EA, a(k) < cu(k + l), k E o, 
there is /3 = sup{c-u(k): k E w) in A and the diagonal product AIfpuckj: k E 01: fpX 
+ FI{f,,,,X: k E w) (is injective) is a topological embedding. 
Evidently, if the lattice L is (r-)directed then Z(L) is a (r-directed) inverse 
system and the diagonal product AL defines a topological embedding of X into 
the limit of _Z( L). If L is also weakly a-continuous (open) then Z(L) is weakly 
a-continuous (open) too. 
Let us have an inverse system Z = IX,, rO,; A) with the limit X and the limit 
projections ra : X --f X,, (Y EA. Then for any E c X we have the directed lattice 
U-Z, E) = 1~~ IE: CY E A} of continuous mappings on E. If 2 is r-directed then 
L(,Z, E) is r-directed and if z1 is (weakly) a-continuous then L(Z, E) is (weakly) 
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a-continuous. If TIE =X,, (Y EA, then %L(x, E)) = 2. In this case the openness 
of E in X and of 2 implies the openness of L(z, E). 
Theorem 1.4 gives the following. 
Corollary 2.1. Let E be a space such that 
there exist a topological embedding e : E + Y and a r-directed, weakly 
a-continuous lattice 2 = (T~TT,: (Y E A} of continuous mappings on Y such 
that the space rar,Y is regular and has a continuous bijection onto a regular 
T,-space with a r-locally finite base and the mapping ra 0 e : E -+ E, = 
ra 0 e(E) is open, (Y EA. 
If wUNag(Y) < r then 
(1) nw(raY) < T, CY E A; 
(2) celJE) < 7; 
(3) r-cl(E) < r; 
(2’) , (3’) more exactly, for any G,-system A in E there exist (Y = o(h) E A and a 
G,-system t.~ in TRY such that: I p I =G r, the system (TV 0 e)-‘u refines A and is 
dense in it; there exists a closed G,-set F in E, such that cl( lJ A) = (rra 0 e)- ‘F (and 
F = cl( U C-E,- p))); 
(4) the closure in E of any G,-subset of E (for example, any regular closed subset 
of E) is a G,-set in E; for any closed G,-set G in E there exist (Y EA and a closed 
G,-set F in E, such that G = (TV 0 e) -lF, and wlTNag(G) <T if e(E) = Y (more- 
over IINag(G) < T if e(E) = Y and IINag(Y) < 7); 
(5) for any continuous mapping 4 : E + Z there exist (Y E A and a continuous 
mapping Cc, : E, --) Z such that 4 = $ 0 rra 0 e if Z is such as in the point (c) of 
Corollary 1.5 (f or example, Z is regular and nw(Z) < r); 
(6) for any closed G,-set G in E the statements (l)-(5) (one must replace E by G 
in them) hold; 
(7) for 7 = w any closed G,-set in E is a zero-set and any two disjoint closed 
G,-sets in E are functionally separated, E is hereditarily perfectly K-normal, and if a 
retract R of a G,-subset of E is completely paracompact then ind R = Ind R. 
Now we can give the following definition, 
Definition 2.2. We shall say that a space E is r-openly generated if there exists a 
r-directed, weakly a-continuous, open lattice L = (TV: LY EA} of continuous map- 
pings on E such that the space TIE is Tychonoff and has a continuous bijection 
onto a regular T,-space with r-locally finite base, (Y E A. 
w-openly generated spaces will be called, simply, openly generated. 
Let us find out the wideness of the introduced class of spaces. 
It is not difficult to prove that for any T the class of all T-openly generated 
spaces is productive. It follows from the point (4) of Corollary 2.1 that any closed 
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G,-subset G of a r-openly generated space E with wnNag(E) < r (corresponding, 
DNag(E) ~7) is a r-openly generated space with wnNag(G) <T (respectively, 
nNag(G) < 7). 
In [7] SEepin defined the class of openly generated compacta as the class of the 
limits of all w-directed, a-continuous and open inverse systems consisting of 
metrizable compacta. The following statement may be easily verified. 
Proposition 2.3. Any openly generated cornpactum (in the sense of &epin) is an 
openly generated space. 
In [12] Uspenskii introduced the notion of an od-space as a space X with some 
open lattice L of its continuous mappings. It follows from Uspenskii’s definition 
that taking all such f E L that jX is submetrizable (i.e., jX has a continuous 
bijection onto a metrizable space) we would obtain an open, w-directed and weakly 
a-continuous lattice of mappings on X. Thus, we have the following 
Proposition 2.4. Any od-space is an openly generated space. 
Let us note that the class of all od-spaces is very wide, [12]. In particular, all 
Hausdorff topological groups are od-spaces (see [12, Proposition 11) and so they 
are openly generated spaces. 
Corollary 2.5. Let E be an od-space and w17Nag(E) <w. Then ccl,(E) < w; 
w-cl(E) < w; the closure of any G,-subset of E (in particular, any regular closed 
subset of E and any closed G,-subset of E) is a zero-set in E; any two disjoint closed 
G,-sets in E are functionally separated; for any continuous mapping 4 of E to a 
Tychonoff space N with nw( N) < w there exist a Tychonoff space M with nw(M) < o, 
an open continuous mapping r : E + M and a continuous mapping I) : M --) N such 
that Q, = +!I 0 r; E is hereditarily perfectly K-normal and if a retract R of a G,-subset 
of E is a completely paracompact space then ind R = Ind R. 
Corollary 2.5 generalizes Theorem 7 from [6], Theorems 1 and 2 from [ll], 
Theorem 1.5 from [9]. 
Corollary 2.6. Let R be a retract of a G,-subset G of a Hausdorff topological group 
H. If wKINag(R) < o and the space R is completely paracompact then ind R = 
Ind R. 
Indeed, if E is the subgroup of H, generated by the set R, then wnNag(E) < w, 
G rl E is a G,-subset of E and R is a retract of G f~ E. 
Corollary 2.6 generalizes Theorem 2.3 from [81. 
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Remark 2.7. If G, is a closed G&-set in a Hausdorff topological group H, with 
UNaS(H,> <w, IY EA, then G = ll(G,: a EA} is an openly generated space with 
ITNag <w. 
In connection with this remark see [9]. 
Some additional remarks. Let us say for an infinite cardinal number 0 that an 
inverse system of spaces Z: = {Y,, rOa; A) is O-continuous (weakly B-continuous) if 
2 is O-directed and for any monotonous mapping m : 0 +A there exists 0 = 
sup m(O) in A and the mapping A{T~,: a E m(0)) of YP to the limit of the inverse 
system (Y,, ryva; m(O)} is a homeomorphism onto this limit (is an injection). 
Some complication of the proof of the Theorem 1.4 allows to obtain all its 
statements in case of weak O-continuity of the system J$:, if 19 Q T. The same may be 
said about Corollary 1.5. 
Corresponding to weak &continuity of inverse systems one can define weak 
&continuity of r-directed, 13 ,< T, lattices of continuous mappings on a space. 
After this, for 8 < r one can define the (0, r)-openly generated space as the 
space E, on which there exists a T-directed, O-weakly continuous and open lattice 
L = {7Ta: a EA} of continuous mappings such that all the spaces n-,E are Ty- 
chonoff and have continuous bijections onto regular T,-spaces with r-locally finite 
base. 
It is not difficult to show that all od-spaces (in particular, all Hausdorff 
topological groups) are (0, r)-openly generated for all 0 and 7, 0 < r. So in 
Corollary 2.5 everywhere (besides the fourth and the last statements) w and 6 may 
be substituted on T (with substitution zero-sets in the third statement on G,-sets in 
E). 
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